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May 6, 1976

Mr. Livingston Biddle  
Office of Senator Claiborne Pell  
325 Russell Building  
United States Senate  
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Liv:

Michael Newton and I were very flattered that you took so much time out of your busy schedule to brief us on what is happening on the arts legislation. I must admit that your analysis of future arts "cooperation" was dismaying to say the least. I hope we do not have to resort to drawn cutlasses between the various constituencies.

At any rate we will do our best to keep things moving forward and it is good to know that we have concerned and perceptive friends on the Hill like yourself.

Please give me a call if there is ever a way you think we can make a positive contribution on behalf of the arts.

Best wishes always.

Sincerely,

Nancy Bush  
Coordinator

NB/er